Effect of Cromakalim Prodrug 1 (CKLP1) on Aqueous Humor Dynamics and Feasibility of Combination Therapy With Existing Ocular Hypotensive Agents
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PURPOSE. Cromakalim prodrug 1 (CKLP1) is a water-soluble ATP-sensitive potassium channel opener that has shown ocular hypotensive properties in ex vivo and in vivo experimental models. To determine its mechanism of action, we assessed the effect of CKLP1 on aqueous humor dynamics and in combination therapy with existing ocular hypotensive agents.

METHODS. Outflow facility was assessed in C57BL/6 mice by ex vivo eye perfusions and by in vivo constant flow infusion following CKLP1 treatment. Human anterior segments with no trabecular meshwork were evaluated for effect on pressure following CKLP1 treatment. CKLP1 alone and in combination with latanoprost, timolol, and Rho kinase inhibitor Y27632 were evaluated for effect on intraocular pressure in C57BL/6 mice and Dutch-belted pigmented rabbits.

RESULTS. CKLP1 lowered episcleral venous pressure (control: 8.9 ± 0.1 mm Hg versus treated: 6.2 ± 0.1 mm Hg, P < 0.0001) but had no detectable effect on outflow facility, aqueous humor flow rate, or uveoscleral outflow. Treatment with CKLP1 in human anterior segments without the trabecular meshwork resulted in a 50% ± 9% decrease in pressure, suggesting an effect on the distal portion of the conventional outflow pathway. CKLP1 worked additively with latanoprost, timolol, and Y27632 to lower IOP, presumably owing to combined effects on different aspects of aqueous humor dynamics.

CONCLUSIONS. CKLP1 lowered intraocular pressure by reducing episcleral venous pressure and lowering distal outflow resistance in the conventional outflow pathway. Owing to this unique mechanism of action, CKLP1 works in an additive manner to lower intraocular pressure with latanoprost, timolol, and Rho kinase inhibitor Y27632.
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Glaucoma is a progressive neurodegenerative disorder of the eye, characterized by loss of retinal ganglion cells and an increased cup to disc ratio at the optic nerve head. Intracocular pressure (IOP) is often increased owing to pathologic changes in the trabecular meshwork (the major pathway for egress of aqueous humor from the anterior chamber), which causes increased resistance to aqueous humor outflow. Owing to an increased aging population, the incidence of glaucoma is expected to rise by 40% by 2040. All current clinical strategies for treating glaucoma are aimed at lowering IOP, a method that slows disease progression. Several major studies have indicated that lowering IOP can also be effective in slowing down visual field loss in glaucoma patients with IOP in the normal physiologic range (normal tension glaucoma).

Pharmacologic agents used to treat glaucoma lower IOP by either reducing the rate of production of aqueous humor from the ciliary body (e.g., 2 adrenergic agonists like brimonidine, apraclonidine; β-blockers like timolol), or by increasing aqueous flow through a secondary pathway called the uveoscleral outflow pathway (e.g., F-class prostaglandin analogs like latanoprost, bimatoprost, and travoprost). Some drugs (e.g., pilocarpine, rho kinase inhibitors) also decrease the resistance to aqueous flow through the trabecular meshwork (i.e., increase outflow facility). Unfortunately, all existing glaucoma therapeutics have side effects ranging from mild local discomfort to severe systemic episodes. Use of multiple drugs to lower IOP is often necessary, which further exacerbates the side effect profile. Additionally, none of the existing glaucoma drugs other than the rho kinase inhibitors (currently approved for clinical use only in Japan) have a primary effect on the cells and tissues of the conventional outflow pathway (e.g., trabecular meshwork, Schlemm’s canal). New glaucoma drugs (e.g., adenosine receptor agonists and modified prostaglandin analogs) purportedly...
targeting the conventional outflow pathway are being tested in various preclinical and clinical trials in the United States. However, even these newer drugs show a host of adverse side effects, ranging from conjunctival hyperemia and pain at the site of instillation, to events like headache and oropharyngeal pain. Because of this, and because over time patients usually become refractory to topical glaucoma medications, continued search for the development of therapeutics with a unique mechanism of action and reduced or nonexistent side effect profile is a significant need for clinicians treating glaucoma.

Our laboratory has established a novel ocular hypotensive property of several ATP-sensitive potassium (KATP) channel openers in ex vivo and in vivo model systems. Commercially available openers of KATP channels have minimal aqueous solubility and generally dissolve in organic solvents (e.g., dimethyl sulfoxide), making them unsuitable for application to human eyes. We have recently developed a novel prodrug with aqueous solubility, called cromakalim prodrug 1 (CKLP1), based on the structure of the KATP channel opener cromakalim. CKLP1 retains the IOP-lowering properties of cromakalim and is well tolerated by experimental animals (e.g., mice and rabbits) with no observable local or systemic side effects. The mechanism by which CKLP1 lowers IOP is unknown. We hypothesized that CKLP1 affects one or more parameters of aqueous humor dynamics, resulting in reduced IOP. In the current study, we evaluated the effect of CKLP1 on aqueous humor dynamics in mice and validated the findings in ex vivo human anterior segment perfusion cultures. The feasibility of using CKLP1 to lower IOP in combination with known ocular hypotensive agents in normotensive mouse and rabbit models was also assessed.

METHODS

Reagents

CKLP1 was synthesized in-house, according to previously published methods (originally described as [3S,4R]-2) and dissolved in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS). Latanoprost free acid (LFA) was purchased from Cayman Chemicals (Ann Arbor, MI, USA) in methyl acetate. Methyl acetate was removed by evaporation under a gentle stream of liquid nitrogen to obtain a stock concentration of 10 M LFA and further diluted 1000-fold in PBS to obtain a working concentration of 10 M. Timolol was obtained as timolol maleate from Sigma-Aldrich Corp. (St. Louis, MO, USA) and Rho kinase inhibitor Y27632 was purchased from Enzo Life Sciences (Farmingdale, NY, USA). Both Timolol (0.5%) and Y27632 (10 mM) were dissolved in PBS to their final working concentrations.

Animal Care

All experimental protocols with animals were preapproved by the animal ethics committees of the respective institutions where the studies were performed (Mayo Clinic, Rochester, MN, USA; Imperial College, London, UK; North Texas Eye Research Institute, Fort Worth, TX, USA) and adhered to the tenets of the ARVO Statement for the Use of Animals in Ophthalmic and Vision Research. Studies at Imperial College London were conducted under the authority of a UK Home Office project license. Mice were housed with five or fewer mice per cage, fed with standard rodent chow, given water ad libitum, and maintained in pathogen-free facilities with 12-hour light and dark cycles. Rabbits were housed two to a cage in a climate-controlled room with 12-hour light and dark cycles and fed standard rabbit food pellets and given water ad libitum. Following delivery, mice and rabbits were acclimated to their new habitats for at least 5 days before initiating an experiment. Since animals were treated with topical eye drops, ocular (swelling, redness, discharge) and systemic (general behavior, food and water intake) health were routinely monitored by laboratory personnel and veterinary technicians (5 days per week).

IOP Measurement in Animal Models

IOP was measured in nonanesthetized mice and rabbits by using schedules and methods previously described. Briefly, animals were habituated to handling and IOP measurements for at least 2 days following acclimatization to the institutional animal facility. All IOP measurements were performed with a handheld rebound tonometer (Icare tonolab for mouse, Icare tonovet for rabbits; Colonial Medical Supply, Franconia, NH, USA), which had been precalibrated by the manufacturer for measurement of IOP in the respective animal species. For each IOP measurement, the tonometer probe strikes the center of the cornea six times and calculates IOP by using an algorithm based on probe incident velocity and deceleration. A total of three independent readings at any given time point were averaged to obtain the final IOP reading. For pretreatment, treatment, and posttreatment periods, IOP was measured daily three times corresponding to 1, 4, and 23 hours following treatment (approximately 10:00 AM, 2:00 PM, and the following morning at 9:00 AM). Daily IOP was expressed as the mean ± standard deviation of all three time points for a given day.

For the ex vivo perfusion studies in which CKLP1 was delivered topically before death (see below), IOP was measured between 10:00 AM and 12:00 PM under isoflurane anesthesia, before applying each topical dose of CKLP1. IOP was measured with a rebound tonometer mounted on a retort stand with the probe aligned along the visual axis. IOP was measured three times, each measurement consisting of six rebounds, and the average of the three measurements was used as the daily IOP.

Ex Vivo Measurement of Outflow Facility

Two perfusion experiments were performed with 13-week-old male C57BL/6 mice (Charles River UK Ltd., Margate, UK), where either CKLP1 was perfused directly into the conventional outflow pathway of enucleated mouse eyes or CKLP1 was applied topically in vivo followed by ex vivo perfusion. For the former set of experiments, six mice were humanely culled by cervical dislocation. Eyes were enucleated within 10 to 15 minutes of death, and outflow facility was measured simultaneously in paired eyes by using a dual channel iPerfusion system, as previously described. Briefly, eyes were glued to a support platform and fully immersed in PBS regulated at 35°C. Anterior chambers were cannulated with a 33-gauge needle connected to a micromanipulator, and equilibrated at 9 mm Hg for 30 minutes. The perfusate comprised sterile filtered Dulbecco’s PBS including divalent cations and 5.5 mM glucose (collectively referred to as DBG). Experimental eyes were perfused with either 5 mM (n = 2) or 10 mM (n = 3) CKLP1 in DBG, while contralateral eyes were perfused with DBG alone. Pressure was raised by using a motorized reservoir over seven increasing steps from 6.5 to 17 mm Hg. For each pressure step, flow was considered to have reached steady state when the rate of change of the flow rate to pressure (averaged over a 5-minute window) was below 0.1 mL/min/mm Hg/min for 1 minute. The last 4 minutes of data were then used to calculate the mean steady-state flow rate and pressure. Pressure steps
that did not achieve steady state were excluded from further analysis, and any pair where at least one eye did not reach steady state for four or more steps was excluded. In this study, five of the six pairs met the stability criteria. The "n" values refer to the mice that met the criteria (n = 2 for 5 mM and n = 3 for 10 mM). Steady-state flow rate Q and pressure P for each eye were then fit by the relationship

$$Q = C_r \left( \frac{P}{P_r} \right)^\beta P,$$

where $C_r$ is the outflow facility at a reference pressure $P_r$ defined to be 8 mm Hg, and $\beta$ characterizes the nonlinearity of the Q–P relationship. $C_r$ was compared between paired eyes by using a weighted t-test as previously described.44,45

For the second set of experiments, eight mice were treated with CKLP1 (2.5 mM in PBS) by unilateral eye drops (10 µL) given daily under general anesthesia for 4 consecutive days. Contralateral eyes were treated with vehicle (PBS). IOP was measured with a mounted rebound tonometer as described above. Following the fourth dose (delivered 72 hours after the first), mice were killed by cervical dislocation within 1 hour, and eyes were enucleated within 10 minutes of death. Outflow facility was measured in paired, enucleated eyes by using the iPerfusion system as described above.44,45 CKLP1 was not included in the perfusion fluid. In this study, six of the eight pairs met the stability criteria and were included in the final analysis.

**In Vivo Evaluation of Aqueous Humor Dynamics by Constant Flow Infusion**

Wild-type C57BL/6 mice (n = 12) were obtained from Jackson Laboratories (Bar Harbor, ME, USA). Following 3 days of baseline IOP measurements, a 5-µL bolus of CKLP1 (5 mM) was applied topically to one eye of each animal, while the contralateral eye received a 5-µL bolus of vehicle (PBS) once daily for 5 consecutive days. IOP was measured at 1, 4, and 24 hours after each treatment. Following day 5 of treatment, animals were anesthetized by intraperitoneal injection of ketamine (100 mg/kg) and xylazine (10 mg/kg), and aqueous humor dynamics were assessed by constant flow infusion as previously described.46,47 Briefly, a 30-gauge needle connected to a calibrated sphyngeometer (Diagnostix 700; American Diagnostic Corporation, Hauppauge, NY, USA) attached to a BLPR-2 pressure transducer (World Precision Instruments, Sarasota, FL, USA) was inserted into the anterior chambers of mouse eyes. The opposing end of the transducer was connected to a three-way valve attached to a 50-µL microsyringe (Hamilton Company, Reno, NV, USA) filled with PBS and loaded onto an SP10H microdialysis infusion pump (World Precision Instruments) and a variable-height open-ended manometer. The BLPR-2 transducer was connected electrically to a TB4M4 Bridge Amplifier and a Lab-Trax analog to digital converter (World Precision Instruments). All data were fed into a computer, recorded, and analyzed with LabScribe2 software (World Precision Instruments). Outflow facility and episcleral venous pressure were measured, and uveoscleral outflow and aqueous humor formation rate were estimated as previously described.46,47

**Human Anterior Segment Perfusion Culture**

Use of human tissue for this study was approved by the Mayo Clinic Institutional Review Board and adhered to the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki. Human donor eyes without evident signs of disease, trauma, or surgery were enucleated within 10 minutes of death. Outflow was measured with a mounted rebound tonometer as described above. Following the fourth dose (delivered 72 hours after the first), mice were killed by cervical dislocation within 1 hour, and eyes were enucleated within 10 minutes of death. Outflow facility was measured in paired, enucleated eyes by using the iPerfusion system as described above.44,45 CKLP1 was not included in the perfusion fluid. In this study, six of the eight pairs met the stability criteria and were included in the final analysis.

**Histology of Human Anterior Segments**

Viability of the human anterior segment cultures, as well as the extent of trabecular meshwork tissue removal, was evaluated by transmission electron microscopy according to previously described methods.40 Briefly, tissue wedges containing the trabecular meshwork and Schlemm’s canal were isolated from each eye, fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde dissolved in 0.1 M phosphate buffer (pH 7.2), postfixed in 2% osmium tetroxide (Electron Microscopy Sciences, Hatfield, PA, USA) dissolved in 0.1 M phosphate buffer, and dehydrated in ascending alcohol concentrations. Tissues were cleared by using acetone (Fisher Chemical, Fair Lawn, NJ, USA), embedded in epoxy resin, and sectioned by using an ultramicrotome (Leica Microsystems, Buffalo Grove, IL, USA). Sections (100 µm) were subsequently stained with toluidine blue for light microscopy or mounted on copper grids and stained with 2% uranyl acetate (Electron Microscopy Sciences) and lead citrate (Mayer Scientific, Dexter, MI, USA) for evaluation under a JEOL 1400 transmission electron microscope (JEOL USA, Peabody, MA, USA).

**Combination Drug Treatment in $K_r6.2^{4/-}$ Mice**

Wild-type C57BL/6 mice (6–8 months old, n = 10) obtained from Charles River, USA (Wilmington, MA, USA) and $K_r6.2^{4/-}$ mice (6–8 months old; generous gift from Andre Terzic, Mayo Clinic, Rochester, MN, USA) were used for baseline IOP measurements. One eye of each mouse was treated with CKLP1 (5 mM, 5-µL bolus) once daily for 5 days, while the contralateral eye received vehicle. After 5 days of treatment, the CKLP1-treated eye was treated with CKLP1 + LFA (10 $^{-4}$ M) once daily for 5 additional days, while the contralateral eye received vehicle. IOPs were measured three times daily throughout the treatment period (1, 4, and 23 hours following treatment). At the end of 5 days, combination treatment was stopped but IOP measurements were taken for 3 additional days. The final working concentration of LFA (10 $^{-4}$ M) is similar to commercially available formulations of latanoprost and has been shown to be effective in normotensive mice.46

**Combination Drug Treatment With CKLP1 in Rabbits**

Dutch-belted pigmented rabbits (6–7 months old) were purchased from Covance (Covance Research Products, Inc., Denver, PA, USA). Before initiation of an experiment, IOP was measured in rabbits at least twice daily for 2 to 3 days to habituate them to handling and IOP measurement techniques.

**Study 1: Dose Response**

Optimal CKLP1 dose for IOP reduction was obtained by treating one eye of each rabbit (n = 10) with increasing doses of CKLP1 (1 mM, 2.5 mM, 5 mM, 10 mM, 20 mM), while the contralateral eye received vehicle.
Treatment was initiated following 3 days of baseline IOP measurements. Each concentration of CKLP1 was topically added to the eye in a 50 μL-bolus at the same time each day for 5 consecutive days before moving on to the next higher dose. **Study 2: Combination Drug Treatment.** Rabbits were treated with CKLP1 (10 mM) and LFA (10⁻⁸ M, aqueous humor half-life 2–3 hours)⁵⁰ either alone or in combination. Following 3 days of baseline IOP measurements, each rabbit was treated in one eye with CKLP1 for 5 days, while the fellow eye received appropriate vehicle. After 5 days of treatment, the eye treated with CKLP1 was treated with CKLP1+LFA for 5 days, LFA alone for 5 days, and LFA+CKLP1 for 5 days. IOP measurements were performed daily. After cessation of treatments, IOP was measured in each eye for 3 additional days to determine if IOP returned to baseline. Combination treatment with CKLP1+timolol (0.5%, aqueous humor half-life 4 hours)⁵⁰ and CKLP1+Rho kinase inhibitor Y27632 (10 mM, plasma half-life 10–16 hours)⁵¹,⁵² was performed with the same experimental design. Use of timolol at 0.5% and LFA at 10⁻⁴ M was based on the amount of the drugs available in commercial formulations. The administered dose of Y27632 was based on a previous report in which 10 mM has been shown to produce significant reduction in IOP in rabbits.⁵⁵

**Statistical Analysis**

All values are represented as mean ± standard deviation except for iPerfusion studies. Data for multiple CKLP1 doses and treatment groups in rabbits and mice were analyzed by ANOVA followed by Tukey’s HSD (honest significant difference) test to identify means of groups that were significantly different from each other. Parameters related to aqueous humor dynamics obtained by constant infusion method in vivo in mice and ex vivo in human anterior segments were analyzed by two-tailed paired Student’s t-test. Statistical analyses were performed with the JMP 10 software (SAS, Cary, NC, USA). For ex vivo mouse eye perfusion studies with iPerfusion, we report the average relative change in C_r between contralateral treated and control eyes along with the 95% confidence interval (95% CI) on this relative change. Log-transformed data were used for statistical analyses, and significance was calculated by weighted t-test, as described previously,⁴⁴,⁴⁵ using Matlab (Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA).

**RESULTS**

**Effect of CKLP1 on Aqueous Humor Dynamics**

We first evaluated the effect of CKLP1 on outflow facility, with the hypothesis that CKLP1 would increase outflow facility owing to its ocular hypotensive properties. We measured outflow facility by directly perfusing CKLP1 into enucleated mouse eyes. In response to either 5 or 10 mM CKLP1, C_r was unchanged with an average difference of –10% [-25% to +8%] (mean [95% CI]; P = 0.2, n = 5; Fig. 1A). Because CKLP1 must be activated by phosphatases present within the cornea, we reasoned that CKLP1 may not be sufficiently activated when perfused directly into enucleated eyes. Therefore, a second set of experiments measured outflow facility ex vivo following topical application of CKLP1 over several days. For these studies, one eye of each mouse was treated daily for 4 days with CKLP1, while the contralateral eye received vehicle control. IOP in treated eyes was reduced, with an average change of −2.0 [−3.1 to −0.9] mm Hg (mean [95% CI]; P = 0.004; n = 8 mice) relative to contralateral control eye at 72 hours (Fig. 1B). However, outflow facility of the treated eyes was not significantly different from the controls with a relative difference of 10% [-21% to 5%] (P = 0.5, N = 6; Fig. 1C). These results were further verified by direct perfusion with cromakalim (active parent compound of CKLP1, 40 μM) or with the dephosphorylated form of CKLP1 (20–80 μM) that yields the active compound cromakalim. Use of both cromakalim and the dephosphorylated form of CKLP1 did not show any significant changes in outflow facility of mouse eyes (Supplementary Fig. S1). Phosphatase digestion of CKLP1 and conversion to its parent compound was verified by mass spectrometry analysis (Supplementary Fig. S2; Methods). Together, these results do not lend support to our initial hypothesis that CKLP1 increases outflow facility.

Since CKLP1 has shown robust IOP reduction in previous studies, we reasoned that the drug must be affecting other parameters of aqueous outflow dynamics. To test this, C57BL/6 mouse (n = 12) eyes were treated daily with vehicle and CKLP1 for 3 days. CKLP1 treatment resulted in a 3.3 ± 1.9 mm Hg change in IOP corresponding to a 24.6% ± 14.1% IOP drop as compared to paired control eyes (P < 0.0001). Using a constant perfusion method previously described by Millar et al.,⁴⁰,⁴¹ we confirmed that CKLP1 had no effect on outflow facility (Table 1). Additionally, this model system also showed that CKLP1 did not alter aqueous humor flow rate or uveoscleral outflow. However, episcleral venous pressure was found to be significantly lowered in CKLP1 treated mouse eyes (control: 8.9 ± 0.1 mm Hg versus treated: 6.2 ± 0.1 mm Hg; P < 0.0001). This indicated that CKLP1 may lower IOP through a direct reduction of episcleral venous pressure.

**Effect of CKLP1 on Distal Outflow**

The effect on episcleral venous pressure was a surprising finding, especially since previous studies have found that cromakalim, the parent compound of CKLP1, lowers pressure in ex vivo human anterior segment cultures. When we treated one eye of each pair with cromakalim, the active component of CKLP1, and the fellow eye with vehicle, we did not use CKLP1 in these studies, since the drug is being perfused and may not be cleaved into its active form. When cromakalim was added to the perfused media, pressure dropped significantly in the treated eye (7.5 ± 1.3 mm Hg at 0 hour versus 3.8 ± 1.0 mm Hg at 24 hours, n = 4, P = 0.004), while no change was observed in the contralateral vehicle-treated eye (5.0 ± 1.4 mm Hg at 0 hour versus 5.0 ± 1.4 mm Hg at 24 hours) (Figs. 2A, 2B). This suggests that cromakalim lowers pressure in the absence of the trabecular meshwork by acting through components of the distal outflow pathway.

To confirm that human eye cultures were viable, all eyes were evaluated histologically. Toluidine blue sections and transmission electron micrographs showed complete removal of the trabecular meshwork along with the inner wall and parts of the outer wall of Schlemm’s canal (Figs. 2C, 2D). Regions distal to the outer wall of Schlemm’s canal appeared normal and healthy, indicating viable tissues in the cultured eyes.

**Effect of Combination Treatment With CKLP1 and LFA in Mice**

Owing to the unique effect of CKLP1 on episcleral venous pressure and distal outflow resistance, we reasoned that if used...
in conjunction with the glaucoma drug LFA, it may provide an additive effect on IOP reduction. To test this, we evaluated the effect of CKLP1 and CKLP1+LFA treatment in normotensive wild-type and \( K_{\text{ir6.2}}^{\text{+/−}} \) mice. Mice were first treated with topical eye drops of CKLP1, once daily for 5 consecutive days, followed by treatment with CKLP1+LFA for another 5 days. Treatment with CKLP1 reduced IOP by 16.1% \( (\pm 2.6\% \text{ to } 27.0\% \text{ mm Hg, } P < 0.001) \) as compared to fellow control eyes (Fig. 3). However, combination treatment with LFA caused an additional 57.5% \( \pm 20.2\% \) drop in pressure \( (n = 10, P < 0.0001) \), corresponding to an overall IOP reduction of 25.1% \( \pm 3.0\% \) in the CKLP1+LFA-treated eye \( (\pm 4.1\% \text{ to } 0.5 \text{ mm Hg, } P < 0.0001) \) compared to the control eye (Fig. 3). These data confirm an additive effect of CKLP1+LFA treatment in wild-type mice when compared to CKLP1 alone.

To address specificity, we treated \( K_{\text{ir6.2}}^{\text{+/−}} \) mice with CKLP1 alone and with the combination of CKLP1+LFA. \( K_{\text{ir6.2}}^{\text{+/−}} \) is an important K\textsubscript{ATP} channel subunit, necessary for IOP reduction by cromakalim.\textsuperscript{19,40,41} CKLP1 treatment in \( K_{\text{ir6.2}}^{\text{+/−}} \) mice had no effect on IOP when compared to vehicle-treated control eyes \( (\pm 0.04 \text{ to } 0.3 \text{ mm Hg, } P = 0.61) \). However, combination treatment of CKLP1+LFA reduced IOP by \( 19.1\% \pm 4.1\% \) \( (\pm 3.2 \text{ to } 0.7 \text{ mm Hg, } n = 10, P < 0.0001) \) as compared to control eyes (Fig. 3). These results suggest that similar to its parent compound cromakalim, CKLP1 has specificity for K\textsubscript{ATP} channels containing \( K_{\text{ir6.2}}^{\text{+/−}} \) subunits and that the IOP in \( K_{\text{ir6.2}}^{\text{+/−}} \) mice can be effectively reduced by LFA.

**TABLE 1.** Effect of CKLP1 on Various Parameters of Aqueous Humor Dynamics in Mouse Eyes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Control Eye</th>
<th>CKLP1-Treated Eye</th>
<th>( P ) Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conventional outflow, ( \mu \text{l/min/mm Hg} )</td>
<td>0.02 ( \pm 0.00 )</td>
<td>0.017 ( \pm 0.00 )</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uveoscleral outflow, ( \mu \text{l/min} )</td>
<td>0.097 ( \pm 0.02 )</td>
<td>0.091 ( \pm 0.02 )</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aqueous flow rate, ( \mu \text{l/min} )</td>
<td>0.130 ( \pm 0.02 )</td>
<td>0.109 ( \pm 0.02 )</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uveoscleral outflow as a % of aqueous flow rate</td>
<td>62.5 ( \pm 11.5 )</td>
<td>60.3 ( \pm 11.5 )</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Episceral venous pressure, mm Hg</td>
<td>8.9 ( \pm 0.1 )</td>
<td>6.2 ( \pm 0.1 )</td>
<td>( &lt;0.0001 )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Determination of CKLP1 Optimal Dose in Rabbits

The cornea in mouse is extremely thin in comparison to the human cornea. To address whether CKLP1 permeability may be affected by a thicker cornea, we assessed different doses of CKLP1 in Dutch-belted pigmented rabbits. Although all doses (1, 2.5, 5, 10, and 20 mM) showed significant reduction in IOP as compared to the contralateral vehicle-treated control eyes, the 10-mM dose was found to exhibit maximum ocular hypotensive properties with an absolute IOP reduction of 3.1 ± 0.8 mm Hg ($P < 0.0001$) with a range of $-2.8 \pm 0.9$ to $-3.5 \pm 1.0$ mm Hg as compared to the control eyes (Table 2).

This corresponds to an overall reduction of $17.9\% \pm 5.0\%$ for the treatment days.

Effect of Combination Treatment With CKLP1 and Known Ocular Hypotension Agents in Rabbits

From results in mice showing an additive effect of CKLP1 with LFA, and owing to the unique IOP-lowering ability of CKLP1 through modification of episcleral venous pressure, we hypothesized that CKLP1 would work additively to lower IOP with existing ocular hypotensive agents (e.g., latanoprost, ...
Comparison of CKLP1 when compared to timolol alone (2.0 mm Hg, P < 0.0001) (Fig. 4B; Table 3). When the animals were treated with CKLP1 and LFA alone, drop in IOP observed after combination treatment with CKLP1+LFA was due to LFA. All values are mean ± standard deviation.

The reduction of IOP to a predetermined target level is the only known glaucoma treatment that can slow disease progression. Although several therapeutic classes of drugs are available as ocular hypotensive agents, their long-term use is often complicated with side effects, inadequate reduction of IOP and eventual reduction in efficacy after long-term use, warranting the development of newer drugs for future therapeutic management of the disease. CKLP1, a novel water-soluble prodrug of the KATP channel opener cromakalim, has been shown to retain the ocular hypotensive properties of its parent compound in several normotensive animal models.

In the current study, we showed that CKLP1 exerts its IOP-lowering effect by decreasing episcleral venous pressure, presumably by modifying the distal portion of the conventional outflow pathway. CKLP1 also worked in an additive manner to lower IOP when used in combination with LFA, timolol, and Rho kinase inhibitor Y27632. Together, these results suggest that CKLP1 has a unique mechanism of action from other IOP-lowering agents, which probably accounts for its ability to work in combination with other glaucoma treatment options to lower IOP.

CKLP1 directly affects episcleral venous pressure, while not showing a significantly detectable effect on outflow facility, aqueous humor flow rate, or uveoscleral outflow. Among existing glaucoma drugs, LFA has been shown to have a modest effect on episcleral venous pressure in mice (although not confirmed in other animal species), while measurements in humans, using a pressure chamber technique, have shown no change. However, LFA, unlike CKLP1, lowers IOP by increasing outflow facility, mainly through the uveoscleral pathway. Likewise, the Rho kinase inhibitor AR13324 has been found to alter episcleral venous pressure in rabbits, but it too has effects on other aspects of aqueous humor dynamics such as aqueous outflow and production of aqueous humor.

The selective α-adrenergic agonist brimonidine has been shown to lower episcleral venous pressure in rabbit eyes besides reducing aqueous flow, ciliary blood flow, and ciliary oxygen tension. However, in a separate study done in human subjects, brimonidine does not affect the episcleral venous pressure and is only involved in increasing uveoscleral outflow facility, although suppression of aqueous humor production through vasoconstriction has been reported as an acute effect of brimonidine. Taken together, it is evident that none of the existing glaucoma drugs have a direct and singular effect on episcleral venous pressure. In this respect, the novel finding that CKLP1 specifically targets episcleral venous pressure is unique, compared to existing glaucoma therapeutics.
FIGURE 4. Effect of combination treatment with CKLP1 and ocular hypotensive agents. (A) Combination treatment with CKLP1+LFA produced a significant additive increase in IOP reduction when compared to CKLP1 (P < 0.0001) or LFA alone (P < 0.0001). (B) Combination treatment with CKLP1+timolol showed a statistically significant drop in IOP following timolol alone (P < 0.0001) but not following CKLP1 alone (P = 0.61). (C) Combination treatment with CKLP1+Y27632 produced a greater IOP reduction (P < 0.0001) than CKLP1 or Y27632 alone. Values are mean ± standard deviation. Trt, treatment.
The action of CKLP1 on the episcleral venous system of the conventional outflow pathway was further validated by experiments performed in the human anterior segment perfusion model. This model only contains the conventional outflow pathway, as the ciliary body is removed to eliminate the uveoscleral outflow pathway, and no blood flow is present, effectively removing episcleral venous pressure. Our results in the human anterior segment culture model where the trabecular meshwork and inner wall and parts of the outer wall of Schlemm’s canal were removed suggest that CKLP1 has an effect on the distal outflow pathway. The distal outflow pathway consists of the outer wall of Schlemm’s canal, collector channels, and the deep scleral plexus vessels.62 It is believed that the episcleral venous system in conjunction with the distal outflow pathway has a significant effect in the pathophysiology of glaucoma.62,63 For example, increased pulsatile flow of aqueous humor in the episcleral veins, in response to elevated IOP, is lost in glaucoma patients with a direct correlation between the loss of pulsatile flow to the severity of glaucoma.64-67 Although the current dogma suggests that the majority of resistance to aqueous outflow is found at the junction of the trabecular meshwork and Schlemm’s canal, several studies have indicated that the distal outflow pathway is a key contributor, accounting for up to 50% of total outflow resistance.62,63,66-71 In the anterior segment culture model, although there is no systemic blood flow, the existing episcleral vessels may still maintain enough resistance to affect the flow of fluids through them. Endothelial and endothelial-like cells line the walls of the episcleral vessels within the distal outflow pathway, but the molecular mechanisms governing the properties and functions of these cells are largely unknown.62 \( K_{ATP} \) channel openers are well-known modulators of endothelial cell properties and have often been used as vasodilators for lowering systemic blood pressure.19,72-75 Therefore, it would not be surprising if CKLP1 has a relaxing effect on endothelial cell-lined episcleral veins, resulting in lower episcleral venous pressure in the distal outflow pathway and ultimately reduced IOP. Further investigations assessing the role of CKLP1 in the distal outflow pathway are warranted to assess the effect on fluid flow through this region.

Intracellular signaling mechanisms of glaucoma drugs are mostly unknown. There is evidence of cytoskeletal modulation by rho kinase inhibitors,68 whereas latanoprost has been shown to increase phosphoinositide turnover following binding with FP receptors in human trabecular meshwork and rat vascular smooth muscle cells.77,79 Additionally, latanoprost can also affect platelet activity factor in rabbit blood80 and endothelin receptors of human choroidal melanocytes.81 A recently published study from our laboratory82 has found that the IOP-lowering effect of latanoprost is mediated by signaling through stanniocalcin-1 (STC-1) and that STC-1 by itself can mimic the ocular hypotensive effect of latanoprost. Work from our laboratory indicates that the Erk1/2 signaling pathway is activated in the cells of the conventional outflow pathway following treatment with \( K_{ATP} \) channel openers.83 However, it remains to be seen if similar pathways are involved in episcleral venous cells in response to treatment with CKLP1.

In the past, \( \beta \)-blockers were considered the first line of glucacoma drugs84 but were later replaced by prostaglandin analogs during the 1990s, owing to the latter’s increased efficacy and fewer systemic side effects.84-86 Unfortunately, monotherapies with front-line glaucoma drugs like latanoprost or timolol are often inadequate in many patients, and thus require addition of more than one drug for effective IOP reduction.5,87 A single daily dose of CKLP1, in combination with drugs from the prostaglandin analog (latanoprost) and the \( \beta \)-blocker family (timolol), as well as the Rho kinase inhibitor Y27632, showed statistically significant additive effects on IOP. The only exception was the initial treatment with CKLP1 followed by Y27632-timolol. While combination therapy showed a modest additive IOP reduction with CKLP1-timolol in comparison to CKLP1 alone, this was not statistically significant. However, the additive effect was more pronounced and statistically significant when timolol was used first, followed by treatment with timolol+CKLP1. Since CKLP1 does not have a significant effect on inflow, one possible reason for this could be the comparatively high efficacy of both drugs in lowering IOP. Because we used normotensive animals, we may have reached the maximum reduction threshold with these two drugs.

It should be noted that our studies should not be used to compare efficacies of individual drugs. Comparing the IOP-lowering potential between drugs was not the goal of this study. The experimental approach was designed to evaluate whether CKLP1 would work in combination with existing glaucoma drugs. Pending future clinical trials, these data may only be considered as proof of concept for future use of these drug combinations as a fixed-dose formulation for treating glaucoma patients.

One limitation of this study was the use of normotensive animals, in place of animal models with elevated IOP. Rodent models of elevated IOP (e.g., DBA/2J or Col1a1[−/−]) usually work by direct physical blockage of the conventional outflow pathway. Because CKLP1 affects the distal portion of the conventional outflow pathway, it did not seem appropriate to use animal models with a disrupted outflow pathway. It may be noted that using normotensive animals for glaucoma drugs is a common practice, and all known ocular hypotensive agents have been shown to work in animal models with normal IOP.88-92 To further delineate the mechanism of action of CKLP1, it will be necessary to assess the drug’s effects in newer animal models, where use of steroids or overexpression of key molecules (e.g., TGFβ2, CTGF) results in elevated IOP.93-96

In summary, the novel \( K_{ATP} \) channel opener CKLP1 uniquely targets the episcleral venous system and distal outflow pathway, resulting in significant reduction of IOP in normotensive animal models and in ex vivo human eyes. Owing to this unique mode of action, CKLP1 can be successfully used in combination with known ocular hypoten-

### Table 3. The Effect of Various Combination Treatments With CKLP1 and Other Ocular Hypotensive Agents on IOP in Dutch-Belted Pigmented Rabbids

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment Groups</th>
<th>( \text{IOP} \pm \text{SD} ), mm Hg</th>
<th>% Change Compared to Control†</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CKLP1+LFA group</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CKLP1</td>
<td>(-2.5 \pm 0.7^\dagger)</td>
<td>(-14.3 \pm 3.7^\dagger)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CKLP1+LFA</td>
<td>(-3.1 \pm 0.5)</td>
<td>(-17.9 \pm 3.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LFA</td>
<td>(-2.4 \pm 0.2)</td>
<td>(-13.9 \pm 1.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LFA+CKLP1</td>
<td>(-3.2 \pm 0.5)</td>
<td>(-18.1 \pm 2.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CKLP1+timolol group</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CKLP1</td>
<td>(-2.5 \pm 0.3)</td>
<td>(-15.7 \pm 2.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CKLP1+timolol</td>
<td>(-2.8 \pm 0.4)</td>
<td>(-17.7 \pm 3.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timolol</td>
<td>(-2.0 \pm 0.4)</td>
<td>(-12.6 \pm 3.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timolol+CKLP1</td>
<td>(-3.1 \pm 0.5)</td>
<td>(-18.7 \pm 3.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CKLP1+Y27632 group</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CKLP1</td>
<td>(-2.3 \pm 0.2)</td>
<td>(-14.0 \pm 1.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CKLP1+Y27632</td>
<td>(-5.3 \pm 0.4)</td>
<td>(-19.4 \pm 2.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y27632</td>
<td>(-1.4 \pm 0.2)</td>
<td>(-8.6 \pm 1.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y27632+CKLP1</td>
<td>(-2.4 \pm 0.2)</td>
<td>(-14.6 \pm 1.5)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

† Average IOP change calculated over 5 days of treatment.
\dagger P < 0.0001, compared to vehicle-treated contralateral eyes.
sive agents. Taken together, the use of CKLP1, either alone or with other IOP-lowering drugs, may be considered as a potential future therapeutic strategy for clinical management of glaucoma.
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